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Post-weaning diarrhea remains a major source of early wean pig loss. Over the last few years there has been a resurgence in industry focus, specifically around enterotoxigenic E. coli. In
today’s profitable hog market, one way to think about potential loss is that every 1% in mortality has a $0.60 per pig cost (adding the weaned pig cost and lost opportunity at market).
Let’s examine some nutritional strategies that have the potential to reduce the impact of post-weaning diarrhea. These strategies start with promoting gut integrity, then continue by promoting gut repair during and after an E. coli challenge and infection.

Three Strategies to Help Reduce Risk of Post-Weaning Diarrhea and Promote Gut Health

When reviewing post-weaning diarrhea risk reduction, we need to examine all aspects of production beginning with the lactating sow.
In a recent article1, Dr. Doug Powers indicated the need to first consider the sow’s bacterial loads and her impact on the offspring from lactation through weaning. There are several strategies,
including reducing nutrients for bacterial proliferation as well as managing the gut microflora balance. Inclusion of a dietary protease can reduce the amount of undigestible protein reaching
the hind gut therefore reducing energy sources that can be used by bacteria such as E. coli is one strategy. Wang et al. (2011) demonstrated lower E. coli and higher Lactobacilli in the cecum
and colon of nursery pigs using dietary proteases. Organic acid blends and pharmacological Cu are used to modulate gut microflora in weaned pigs but have received less attention in sow.
Data available from Sungnak et al. (2011) reported that pre-weaning mortality was 23% lower (7.3 vs. 9.5%) when an organic acid blend (ACTIVATE® DA nutritional feed acid, Novus International, Inc.) was included in lactation diets at 6 pounds per ton. While these results do not specifically address weaned pig performance, the lower mortality and 0.5 lbs heavier weaning
weights (17.0 vs. 16.5 lbs) support gut health benefits in the weaned pig from sow interventions. Similarly, Lu (2018) has recently demonstrated that pigs weaned from sows fed 220 ppm Cu
from a tri-basic Cu chloride source were over 1.0 pounds heavier at weaning vs. pigs from sows fed only 20 ppm.
Secondly, weaning is a major stressful event for pigs. This is a key time for gut microflora disruption and horizontal transmission of bacteria. Using an organic acid blend, such as ACTIVATE®
WD nutritional feed acid, through the water can offer two advantages: help to improving water line hygiene for reduced bacterial contamination of water and reducing horizontal exposure to
bacteria like Salmonella, E. coli and other enteric pathogens. At weaning, pigs commonly take some time to transition to dry feed, resulting in an off-feed event for a period of time. They will
however still drink water. It is vital to have the option for both water and feed delivery of organic acids to maximize gut health support in early wean pigs. Benefits of using a water-delivered
organic acid at weaning include higher nursery exit weights and decreased medication treatment costs.
Lastly, using proteases, organic acid blends and pharmacological Cu in wean pig diets has been shown to reduce risk of post-weaning diarrhea. Li et al. (2008) demonstrated that 10 lbs/ton of
an organic acid blend (ACTIVATE® DA, Novus) supported decreased E. coli in the ileum 14-d after K88 E. coli challenge. Harrell et al. (2008) reported the benefits of a Novus proprietary nutritional blend containing ACTIVATE® DA in a naturally occurring enteric challenge. This data demonstrated 13.5% post-weaning mortality for the negative control treatment with no ACTIVATE®
DA or lactose. Supplementing lactose alone reduced mortality to 6.4% while supplementing with the ACTIVATE® DA with low lactose reduced mortality to 7.2 to 8.0%. Overall, the ACTIVATE®
DA blend inclusion with low lactose from weaning for 24-d had the highest growth rate and best feed conversion.

While copper addition is routinely used, copper source should be considered. The traditional viewpoint was to have high levels of elemental Cu in the gut for direct antimicrobial activity. But
this may be overlooking other roles of Cu. For example, post-absorption Cu-enriched bile may be a more important antimicrobial mode of action. Additionally, excess elemental Cu in the diet
can negatively affect fat stability with oxidized fat, negatively affecting gut barrier function. Absorbed Cu also has roles in supporting the immune system and pigs’ ability to manage oxidative
stress.
It is important to minimize undigested protein that can be used for bacterial fermentation. We also need to minimize anti-nutritional factors such as trypsin inhibitor and conglycinin/beta-conglycinin that limit nutrient availability/utilization or increase gut maintenance energy cost. Make sure weaned pig diets are appropriately balanced, formulated to minimize undigestible
protein and add protease enzyme. Managing post-weaning diarrhea risk does not have just one strategy, but likely begins at the sow farm. At weaning we need to stimulate intake, reduce
risks of shed and spread and feed diets that are not hospitable to pathogenic bacterial growth in the gut. For those pigs that are challenged we have options for managing the gut microflora.
1 https://4starvets.com/reappearance-of-f18-e-coli-strikes-nursery-pigs/
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